Philippe Starck takes Volage EX-S to the bedroom
for a complete and timeless night-time experience
Philippe Starck continues his creative journey with Cassina and presents a complete collection for
the bedroom. Volage EX-S Night includes a bed fitted with an elegant headboard on which lighting
and useful accessories are suspended, a bedside table, a chest of drawers, a compact sofa, armchair and
bench, all featuring the same elegant and harmonious concept.
“Volage EX-S Night is timeless elegance, discreet elegance, human elegance.” Philippe Starck.
The bed at the centre of our daily lives
The bedroom is an intimate place where everything revolves harmoniously around the bed. Starck
sees the bed as a city, a society, a civilization, where anything and everything happens: life, dreams,
love and death.
The headboard of the Volage EX-S Night bed, available in two widths, features the same distinctive
quilted capitonné workmanship as the Volage EX-S sofa, where the traditional button has been
replaced with an elegant stich to accentuate the model’s gentle contours. The padding is in different
density polyurethane foam and 100% recycled fibre wadding produced from PET recovered from
waterways or coastal areas in developing countries.
Each side of the headboard can feature a fused-aluminium bar equipped with accessories to keep
everything within reach. A large pleated fabric lampshade diffuses warm light while a small dimmable
LED spotlight can be pointed for reading. Two suspended bedside tables, with a wood or marble top,
and a small wooden drawer offer sufficient space to keep useful items close to hand. The bed’s
headboard is also equipped with an integrated USB and electric socket to always be connected.
Thanks to the work carried out by Cassina LAB, the collaboration between the Cassina Research and
Development Centre and Poli.design at the Milan Polytechnic, the fabric padded bedframe can also be
fitted with theBreath® purifying fabric. This is the first patented technology for zero-emission air
purification that captures and disintegrates pollutants to favour the natural circulation of clean
air. The fabric upholstered headboard also has a sound absorbing panel in Soundfil®, an ecological
and recyclable, hygienic and non-toxic, sound-absorbing thermal insulator that contains and decreases
the reverberation of surrounding sound frequencies.
A wide selection of highly comfortable and ergonomic mattresses together with a range of Cassina
bedlinen and blankets complete the proposal.
Extra soft and versatile seating
Volage EX-S Night is also available as a standard or large two-seater sofa and armchair with a 75cm
depth making it more compact and versatile for the bedroom or any other smaller space in the
home.
Its timeless aesthetic maintains the same quilted capitonné workmanship as the Volage family, with its
soft contours and contemporary stitching, while this version has a single seat cushion and a very slim

armrest to provide more seating space. The distinctive aluminium frame has also been updated to match
the rest of the Volage EX-S Night collection.
The armchair and sofa’s seat, arm and backrest cushions are padded with expanded polyurethane foam
and a 100% recycled fibre wadding, produced from PET recovered from waterways or coastal areas in
developing countries; the seat cushion is also available in feather. Both options are founded on the
concept of extreme comfort.
The Volage EX-S Night bench, featuring a deep and comfortable upholstered cushion, can be combined
with the bed to complete the collection.

Unique containers for a natural approach to storage
The Volage EX-S Night collection combines and contrasts materials, from its decisive and radical
metal frame, featured throughout the collection, to its soft and warm finishes.
To enhance the natural atmosphere of the bedroom, Starck offers a unique and elegant approach
to storage. Three containers of different heights, available in woven wicker or woven saddle
leather, can be placed in the Volage glass bedside table redefining the concept of the traditional
drawer.
A combined lacquered or wooden chest of drawers features six open compartments where larger
woven baskets in wicker or saddle leather can be inserted; alternatively, it can be fitted with classic
plush drawers with push and pull guides.

Volage EX-S Night bed by Philippe Starck – Cassina
Measurements:
wide headboard
plush headboard

mattress size

275xh.111cm, 153x203/160x200/170x200cm sized mattresses;
292xh.111cm, 180x200/180x210/193x203/200x200/200x210cm sized mattresses;
163xh.111cm, 153x203cm sized mattress;
170xh.111cm, 160x200cm sized mattress;
180xh.111cm, 170x200cm sized mattress;
190xh.111cm, 180x200/180x210cm sized mattresses;
203xh.111cm, 193x203cm sized mattress;
210xh.111cm, 200x200/200x210cm sized mattresses.
160x200 cm; 170x200cm; 180x200cm; 180x210cm; 200x200cm; 200x210cm;
Queen size 153x203cm;
King size 193x203cm.

Materials:
headboard structure in wood padded with polyurethane foam and 100% recycled PET fibre wadding with
laminated fibre;
bedframe structure in wood padded with polyurethane foam and 100% recycled PET fibre wadding with
laminated fibre;
base in die-cast and extruded aluminium with a polished chrome or matt painted anthracite finish;
removable upholstery in leather or fabric from the Cassina Collections;
fused-aluminium bar featuring an ivory pleated lampshade, a dimmable LED spotlight, shelf in marble,
natural Canaletto walnut or stained black ash wood, container with natural Canaletto walnut or stained black
ash wood top.

Volage EX-S Night sofa by Philippe Starck – Cassina
Measurements:
armchair
two-seater sofa
large two-seater sofa
bench

82x75xh.74/40cm;
136x75xh.74/40cm;
189x75xh.74/40cm;
136x45xh.40cm.

Materials: polished chrome or matt painted anthracite die cast aluminium base; metal frame with elastic
belting; padding in different density polyurethane foam and 100% recycled PET fibre wadding with
laminated fibre; seat padding in different density polyurethane foam and 100% recycled PET fibre wadding
or feathers; upholstery in leather or fabric from the Cassina Collections.

Volage bedside table by Philippe Starck – Cassina

Measurements: 35x35xh.57cm/ 35x37xh.57cm; containers 32x36xh.6cm/ 32x36xh.12cm/ 32x36xh.19cm.
Materials: structure in extra-clear or smoked glass; independent containers in woven saddle leather or woven
wicker.

Volage EX-S Night set of drawers by Philippe Starck – Cassina
Measurements: 180x55xh.73cm; baskets 52x56xh.19cm.
Materials: structure in matt or glossy lacquered wood, matt veneered Canaletto walnut or stained black ash;
drawers in matt or glossy lacquered wood or veneered Canaletto walnut or stained black ash with push and
pull guides; optional baskets in woven natural saddle leather or woven wicker; base in cast and extruded
aluminium, matt painted anthracite or polished chrome.

